
Robust, Secure Cloud Computing Solutions for Businesses
Best-in-class technology to enable productivity and efficiency – at scale

All this for
one flat monthly fee

Cloud computing has become a cornerstone of business success

Cloud computing presents enormous opportunities, but it’s a complex technology 
that must be implemented with expertise.
Manhattan Tech Support’s cloud experts have a long track record of planning, deploying, and managing 
resilient cloud solutions that boost productivity and collaboration. Our managed services also streamline 
company workflows and minimize costs.

212-299-7673 www.ManhattanTechSupport.com info@manhattantechsupport.com

90% of business leaders
who have implemented 

the cloud say it’s improved 
their business processes.

94% of small and midsized 
businesses report security 
benefits from moving to 

the cloud.

74% of chief financial 
officers report that the 

cloud has the most 
favorable economic impact 

of any emerging 
technology.

Facilitate stronger teamwork and collaboration among staff members working onsite and 

remotely by putting data in the cloud.

Simplify IT budgeting with flat-rate service that provides predictable operating 

expenditure, eliminating the high capital expenses associated with physical IT infrastructures.

Keep your business safe with cloud data storage that protects you from disaster, hardware 

failure, or cyberattack.

Our compliance and cybersecurity division ensures your data stays uncompromised as it 

moves between on-premise and cloud services.

No hidden fees, or surprise surcharges mean you can approach the cloud with complete 

peace of mind.

A Documented Track-Record for Cloud Success
We make sure our cloud services provide lasting stability and return on investment, no 

matter what goals you have for your cloud computing solution.

Implement a cloud collaboration platform like Microsoft 365 to integrate email, chat, 

teleconferencing, and screen sharing, to boost efficiency.

Scalable cloud infrastructure solutions that allow you to add storage, compute, and other IT 

capacities to accommodate company expansion or busy periods with ease.

Leverage cloud backups and disaster recovery systems from our dedicated cybersecurity 

division - Kaytuso, to protect against hardware failure or other data loss catastrophes.

Cloud VoIP solutions provide you with low-cost, feature-rich business telephone service 

that keeps both remote and onsite workers connected and productive.

Cloud security expertise from our dedicated cybersecurity division, Kaytuso provides 

password management, security-as-a-service, and much more.

A dependable leader
in NYC’s technology
services industry for

over 20 years
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Cloud Solutions that Provide Real-World Business 
Benefit

Our partners include
the world’s most

trusted cloud
computing firms, like

Microsoft, Amazon,
and Google

NYC’s highest-rated
managed IT services

provider

We build bespoke
cloud solutions that
prioritize security,

reliability, and
compliance


